
CASE STUDY
How a business student used QLC.io to get involved 

with an e-commerce startup and gained experience in a new industry

"I learnt a lot more working hands-on
with the startup rather than having

someone feeding me the information.
The milestones were very clear,

separating one big task into several
smaller ones. This helped me and

my team to get more organised and
develop a great range of skills. "

- Bianca Lao, MerryMakr Project Candidate,
 Alumni April 2016 Batch

Engaging the customers through
content creation was the challenge

What she got

What Bianca and her team achieved
in 6 weeks was impressive

Bianca got involved with QLC.io for the
opportunity to develop her digital skills in an
industry she wasn't familiar with. She was placed
onto a Content Marketing project with a
Singaporean business looking for a content-
writing framework to help boost their organic
acquisition and to generate sales through this
content writing. 

Their challenge was to create a content strategy
for MerryMakr's new and current users.
They generated a solid list of 20 content ideas
based on the business' target audience.

Bianca Lao was a project candidate at
MerryMakr - a unique gifts and experience
startup in Singapore. She was a full-time student
at UNSW, Director of UNSW Advertising & Public
Relations Society and Senior at Arc Street Team.

If you
are interested in

startups, digital careers or
sampling a new industry
& want to participate in a

project like this

sign up:
http://qlc.io

They created a number of content pieces
including images, videos, posts and articles, thus
creating organic growth on social media. The
team did extensive research on targeting the right
audience, their behaviour and provided insights
on improving visitors' engagement. Bianca
actively participated and was considered the
"right-hand man" of the team leader.
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exposure to an industry outside of her studies
startup experience
opportunity to connect with a business from
Asia
built a project from scratch
an incredible new network
online Content Marketing training
remote working 

mentorship from both a
dedicated startup mentor and
the QLC.io community
cross-cultural management
task-based learning


